Paris Aligned Investment Initiative
IIGCC review of data and service providers

Following the contribution of over 100 IIGCC members, representing over $33 trillion in assets under management, the Paris Aligned Investment Initiative published the industry leading Net Zero Investment Framework 1.0 in March 2021. The Framework provides asset owners and asset managers with a set of methodologies, approaches, and actions to develop net zero investment strategies.

To facilitate investor implementation of the recommendations in the Framework, IIGCC is undertaking a review of the range of metrics and datasets on corporate, sovereign and real estate assets provided by vendors.

If you compile and distribute climate metrics and data, we are interested in hearing from you!

We are particularly interested in datasets covering:

- Past, current and/or forward-looking GHG emissions (corporate, real estate and/or sovereign);
- Scope 3 emissions;
- Climate solutions & EU taxonomy alignment;
- Fossil fuel reserves;
- Company-, building- and/or state-level decarbonisation ambition and targets;
- Net zero and decarbonisation plans;
- Climate governance;
- Climate-related CAPEX;
- Just transition;
- Building-level data incl. energy mix;
- Country-level data incl. energy mix, share of renewables, dependency on fossil fuels;
- Temperature and scenario alignment...

If your company is interested in participating in this project and being part of IIGCC’s review, please contact Danielle Boyd, IIGCC Senior Programme Manager - Investor Practices (dboyd@iigcc.org) and we will provide further information.